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Abstract: The distributed passive measurement is an important technology for network behavior 
research. It is very difficult to measure the full trace of high-speed networks, so in the paper 
sampling technology is introduced into traffic measurement. Usually there are two main problems 
that should be solved in the distributed passive measurement. In order to corporate the distributed 
traffic information, the same packets should be sampled in distributed measurement points. 
Besides in order to estimate the character of traffic statistics, the traffic sample should be random 
in statistics. So a distributed sampling mask measurement model based on traffic statistics analysis 
is advanced and the key point of the model is to choose some bits that are suitable to sampling 
mask. In the paper, the bit entropy and bit flows entropy of IP packet headers in CERNET 
backbone are analyzed, and we find that the 16 bits of identification field in IP packet header are 
fit to the matching field of sampling mask. Measurement traffic also can be used to analysis the 
statistical character of measurement samples and the randomicity of the model. At the same time 
the experiment results indicate that the model has a good sampling performance. 
Key Words: sampling measurement, sampling mask, bit entropy, matching field, identification 
field 
 
1. Introduction 
 

At present there are mainly two kinds of measurement methods [1-3] on network traffic, active 
measurements and passive measurements. Active measurements [4-10] inject test traffic into 
network in order to measure network characteristics. But test traffic always generates additional 
load on network links and routers and can significantly influence the measurement results. In 
contrast to this, passive measurements rely on the traffic that already exists in the network. They 
provide a statement about the treatment of the current traffic in observed network point. Since no 
test traffic is generated, passive measurements [11-15] can only be applied in cases where the kind of 
traffic we are interested in is already present in the network. But it is difficult to measure 
high-speed network traffic and involve the distributed passive measurements points. In recent 
years there are some researches of distributed passive measurement architectures [16-19]. 

In order to solve the high-speed traffic in passive measurement, early in 1993 Claffy had 
processed NSFNET measurement and firstly taken statistic sampling technology to study classical 
event and time driven sampling methods to reduce the number of packets that would need to be 
received and processed by a network management node. Jack Drobisz etc believe static traffic 
sampling method maybe produce inaccurate traffic static materials. So considered the self-similar 
characters of network traffic, in that paper the static sampling method of Claffy is improved and a 
new self-adapted sampling method is developed. RFC2330 [22] has analyzed the randomicity of 
sampling measurement and suggests that Poisson sampling is fit to sample measure high-speed 
network traffic. These sampling models can only use to sample measure one-point measurement 
architecture. In order to use sampling technology in distributed measurement architectures, some 
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distributed sampling models are proposed. I. COZZANI [19] proposes a sampling model that 
identifies a sampling event occurrence when particular function of the bit patterns in ATM cell’s 
payload is met and the sampling selection plane uses the checksum data. But according to that 
paper, the randomicity of checksum data isn’t very good, and the checksum fields will be changed 
when IP packet is transferred in network. So it is difficult to assure to sample the same IP packets 
in distributed measurement points. N. G. DUFFIELD [17] proposes to base the sampling decision 
on a deterministic hash function over the packet’s invariant content. But it is difficult to assure the 
randomicity of the hash function, and the model needs have longer sampling time.  

Distributed passive measurements on IP network traffic should solve two problems of both 
high-speed traffic measurements and the cooperation of measurement points. Sampling 
technology is to decrease data amount used in measuring, storing and processing under precision 
requiring. In order to cooperate the measurement results in distributed measurement points, it is 
necessary to assure same sampling results aiming at different measurement points. In the paper a 
kind of distributed sampling pattern matching with bit pattern through the analysis for a great deal 
of measurement network traffic which comes from CERNET backbone. The distributed sampling 
model can not only embody the random character of sampling results but also realize the 
cooperation of data. 

This paper is structured as follows. We define bit entropy and the sampling mask 
measurement model in Section two. Then, in Section three we find that the identification field of 
IP header is an ideal matching bit flow. In Section four, we discuss the performance of the 
sampling model based on identification field. Finally, we conclude the paper.  

 
2. Distributed Sampling Measurement Model 
 
2.1 Definition 

Entropy [26], an important concept of information theory, is to measure the random degree of 
various random experiments. In order to measure the random degree of bits in IP packet, we 
introduce the concept of entropy into the research of bit randomicity. Now we define some 
important entropy concepts in sampling measurement model as the metric of traffic randomicity. 
Definition 1: Bit Entropy that is the entropy value of a bit in IP packet header is defined H(b). 

)loglog()( 121020 ppppbH +−=                                   1  

Where b is 0 or 1 event of a bit, p0 is the probability of 0 event, and p1 is the probability of 1 
event. 
Theorem 1, the maximal bit entropy theorem. If both p0 and p1 have the same probability, p0= 
p1=1/2, then the bit entropy value is maximal. So the maximal bit entropy value is Hmax(b) = 1. 
Prove: Because the number of IP packets for statistical analysis are larger than 10,000,000, so 
given that p0 and p1 are continuous. So equation 1 is also considered a two dimension continuous 
function. p0 (0 1), p0+p1=1, p1=1-p0, if p1 of equation 1 is replaced by 1-p0, then equation 1 is 
transformed into equation 2.  

))1(log)1(log()( 0200200 pppppf −−+−=                        2  

In order to obtain the maximal value of function f(p0), we compute the derivation function of 

equation f(p0) and assure  0)( 0 =′ pf
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So p0=1-p0, p1= p0=1/2, . p0)( 0 =′ pf 0= p1=1/2 is the extremum point of equation 2. 

As follow proved that p0= p1=1/2 is the maximal value point. First we compute the two moment 

derivation function of equation f(p0), 
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, so p0)( 0 >′′ pf 0= p1=1/2 is the extremum maximum point of equation f(p0).  

Now we discuss about p0=0 or p0=1. p0=0 or p0=1 that is an improbable event or a certain 

event is a decided event, so the bit has not any information. In theory,  can be 

proved easily, so , then . . 

According to the above discuss, p
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0= p1=1/2 is the maximal value point of f(p0) and the maximum 
of bit entropy Hmax b 1. 
Definition 2, the information efficiency E of bit entropy that is the ratio between H b  and Hmax

b  is the metric of bit randomicity. Due to Hmax b =1, , 

. If E approaches 1, then the randomicity of the bit is large. And if E approaches 0, then 
the information of the bit is certain and bit entropy is small. 

)()(/)( max bHbHbHE ==
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Definition 3, the bit redundant degree R. E is the random metric of bit, (1-E) is the certain degree 
of bit information. So we define that the bit redundant degree R=1-E=1-H(b)/Hmax(b)=1-H(b). 
 
2.2. Sampling Measurement Model  
  The sampling measurement on high-speed IP traffic is aimed at selecting partly traffic to 
estimate the total traffic information. The sampling theory is based on randomicity. The more 
random the sample is, the more precise the general information is estimated. In the paper, 
according to the random character of packets in high-speed network two kinds of ways reflecting 
the sampling measurement are discussed and advanced. 
  A kind of sampling method is that the sampling event is generated by sampling model randomly, 
but the sampling event is specific itself. Such as Poisson random sampling randomly generates 
packets number or time, before a packet arrives, we have known whether the pack will be sampled. 
The kind of sampling method now mainly is used in passive measurements, such as RFC2330 etc. 
However the sampling method can only be used in a single-point measuring architecture. The 
other sampling measurement method that will be researched in the paper is based on the sampling 
event generated by sampling model is specific, yet the static attributes of sampling event are 
random statistically. After a packet arrives, according to its content, then we can know whether the 
packet is sampled. For example we can define a specific mask and compare the mask with some 
bits of the arrived packet, and the bits of the packet are random statistically. The same sampling 
mask can satisfy to measure the same packets for different measuring points and also can realize 
the randomicity of measuring packet samples. I. COZZANI and N. G. DUFFIELD use the kind of 
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sampling technology.  
In order to assure the cooperation of sampling measurement results in different measurement 

points of the distributed sampling measurement architecture, the same packet sample in different 
measuring points should be obtained. That is to say, to any packet through measurement domain, 
the packet should be captured by all measuring points or captured by no one point. Therefore in 
order to realize sampling measurement in this system, the second method is the only way. By 
using specific sampling function, the packet sampling process is to be done according to the 
content of packet. 
 Provided a reference mask that matches with part bits of packets, then the monitor will select 
the sampling packet, and if in all monitors a same reference mask is used, then the synchronized 
sampling measuring packets may be processed in distributed system. The matched mechanism is 
based on a bit mask and matching bits with random content. Both the offset of the matching bits 
and the length of bit mask may decide the 
precision and reliability of measurement 
architecture. A sampling mask measurement is 
shown as fig.1. 

Bits flow 

011010 101110offset offset 

Random mask Random mask 
 Fig.1 sampling model 
3. The statistical analysis of IP header 
 
3.1 Bit Entropy Analysis of IP header 

In the paper, we develop a measurement 
system for measuring the traffic in CERNET 
backbone link that is based on 1000Mbps 
network card, PIII 1G CPU, and Red Hat 
Linux6.2 operation system. We have measured 
about 10,000,000 packets from the measurement point and analyzed these IP packet headers 
statistically with 20 bytes and 160 bits. We found the entropy of identification field is very high 
and content of the identification field will not be changed during transportation. 

0         8         16          24       32 
ver IHL TOS Total length 

ID Flag offset 
TTL Protocol Checksum 

Source IP 
Destination IP 

Fig2: the structure of IP header 

 Version field that has four bits contains the version protocol of packet. However all measured 
packets are IPv4, so information efficiency of its bit entropy is E=0, and bit redundant R=1. The 
IHL of all measured packet is 5. So IHL field also expresses a certain value. In TOS field only 
0.021  packets are expressed from the 1th to the 3th bits. 2.55% packets with the 4th bit, 2.98% 
packets with the 5th bit, 0.03% packets with the 6th bit. The bit entropy from the 4th to the 6th bit is 
separately 0.171, 0.193 and 0.004. The last two bits aren’t defined. These data indicate that the bit 
entropy of TOS field is very low, and some 
bits can be changed when packets transport 
network routers, So TOS field isn’t considered 
as the matching bit flow of sampling mask.  
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Fig 3: E of packet length field 

Bit number of packet length field 

0.4

E The packet length field is mainly 40, 552, 
576 and 1500 bits. The entropy efficiency E of 
packet length field is shown as Fig 3. The 
figure shows that E of the first byte is very low, 
and the E of the second byte is larger than 
90%. But the packet length field can be 
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changed through network. 
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Fig 4: E of identification field 

Bit number of Identification field  

The identification field usually is the 
most entropy field of the IP packet header. 
Therefore it is suitable for the matching with 
bits of the sampling mask. At the same time 
E of identification field is lager than 99% is 
shown as Fig. 4 and it can be shown the 
randomicity of identification field is very 
high and the 16 bits of identification fits the 
matching bits. The first bit of Flag field isn't 
used, the second bit DF with 88.7% and the 
third bit MF with 0.31% statistically. Fig 5 is 
the E of fragment field shows the fragment 
field doesn’t fit the matching bits of 
sampling mask. TTL is decremented per hop. 
Protocol field is low bit entropy. It takes 
only several values, TCP(6) 93.04%, 
UDP(17) 6.37, and others 0.59%. The 
entropy efficiency E of destination IP is 
shown in Fig.6 and the source IP shows E of 
the last 16 bits of two IP bits are larger than 
90%, so they can be considered as the 
matching bits. 
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Fig5 E of offset field 

Bit number of offset field 

Fig6 E of IP field 

According to the bit entropies of each 
field in IP packet header, we found that 16 
bits of identification field, the later 16 bits of 
both source IP and destination IP all possess 
unchanging character with high efficiency of 
bit entropy information during transportation. So in the paper the above three bit flows are chosen 
as the matching bits and the relation among 16 bits of 3 bit flows will be analyzed as the 
following.. 
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3.2 bit flow entropy analysis 

According to the statistical analysis of bit entropy, the identification field, source IP and 
destination IP have high bit entropy and aren't changed in transit network. So we consider that the 
three bit flow can be used the matching bit flow. Now we analyze the correlation between different 
bits. Firstly, we give the definition of bit flow entropy and the maximal bit flow entropy theorem. 

Definition 7: bit flow entropy is the entropy of bit flow. s bits have n+1=2s events, and their 
probability are respectively p0, p1, , pn, so bit flow entropy H(s) is defined. 

∑
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Theorem 2, the maximal bit flow entropy theorem. If the 2s events of s bit have the same 
probability, that is to say, p0=p1= =pn= 1/2s, its bit flow entropy is maximal, and its value is 
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Prove: the same as theorem 1, we consider equation 3 also is a continuous function, and 
theorem 2 is an optimal problem. Namely, it is expressed as equation 6.  
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==== L , the same as theorem 1, we can prove that X*is maximal 

point. So the prove is finished. 
Definition 8, the information efficiency E of bit flow, is the ratio between H(s) and Hmax(s) 

and the metric of bit flow randomicity, . ssHsHsHE /)()(/)( max ==

 In different time, IP traffic of CERNET backbone is measured 10 times, each time with 
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1,000,000 packets. The information efficiency of the three bit entropy mentioned above is 
compared and the results are shown as Fig.7. For the identification field, the minimal information 
efficiency E of 16 bits is 0.901, with the maximum 
E=0.915 and wave range 0.014, the later 16 bits of 
source IP with the minimal E=0.648, the maximum 
E=0.668 and wave range 0.020, the later 16 bits of 
destination IP with the minimal E=0.544 and the 
maximum E=0.556 and wave range 0.012. According 
to the stability character we could take part bits as the 
sampling matching bits to reflect random character. In 
the paper part of 16 bits in identification field are 
chosen as random sampling matching bits. 
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Fig 7: the comparison of E 
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4. Performance Analysis of Sampling Measurement Model 
 
According to above analysis, we can choose 16 bits of the identification field as sampling 

matching bits. The matching bits can choose from 0th bit to 16th bits, so the ratio of sampling can 
be from 1 to 216, the maximal sampling ratio can realize 65536. Now a common PC can deal with 
and store 10Mbps traffic, so it can sample 640Gbps traffic in theory. Of course, its condition is 
that the PC can measure the traffic. The sampling measurement model is mainly bit operation, and 
bit operation can easily be carried out through hardware, so we can carry out the sampling 
measurement in network card. Below we will analyze the randomicity of the model and the 
statistical character of traffic samples. 

 
4.1 the randomicity analysis of the sampling model 

The offset of the sampling model based on 
identification field that is a fix value, is defined as the 
position of the header of identification field, and the 
maximal mask length is 16 bits. Now we analyze the 
bits E from 1th to 16th bits. Fig 8 is bits E statistics 
analysis of 10,000,000 packets. In fig 8, the minimal 
bits entropy is larger than 0.9, so the identification field 
is very random and its autocorrelation is very small. 

Fig 8: the comparison of the bits E 
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In the paper the relation between sampling mask 
length and sampling ratio is shown as Fig 9. If 
the sampling mask length is n bits, then the 
theory sampling ratio 1/2n, and have 2n masks 
corresponding to sampling ratios. the ratio of 
maximal ratio, minimal ratio, median ratio, 
95% ratio, and 5% ratio is listed separately. 
Except the maximal ratio, the others sampling 
ratios draw near because the full 0 bits of 
identification field is higher than others bits. 
So we don't choose the full 0 bits as the 

Fig 9: the relation between sampling 
ratio and mask length 
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sampling mask. Through fig.9 it can be proved that the identification field owns a good 
randomicity and it fits to matching bits.  

 
4.2 the statistics character of traffic sample 

We will use χ2 distribution to perform tests of the independence hypothesis of the packet 
length, source IP, and protocol from the samples and the full traffic. Supposed that the statistical 
distribution of the full traffic is F0(x), and the sample statistics is F(x). For a given confidence 
level ( =0.05 or 0.01), independence hypothesis H0:F(x)=F0(x) is tested by χ2 distribution. 

Consider the given character of the set of packets (protocol, packet length, and source IP), we 
divide the range value of the full traffic into the number I of bins, with ni packets falling in bin i, 

the number of full packets are . If there are m∑
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i
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where p is the sampling ratio, nip=ni m/n 
is the number of sample packets in theory. 
For a given confidence level =0.05 or 
0.01, if χ2<χ2 , we accept the hypothesis. 
χ2  is the th quantile of χ2 distribution 
with I-1 degrees of freedom. The 
statistical attributes of the prefix of source 
IP, packet length, and protocol are tested 
with matching bits from 1th to 16th bits of 
identification field in turn. In the test, 
there are 10,000,000 packets, and the 
sampling mask of sampling model is 
respectively 1, 10, 101, 0110, 10111, 
101011, 1010111, 10100100, 110011101, 
1010111000, 11110000111, 000011110000, 
1010101010101, 10000001110010, 
011000101110000, 0010101011101101. 
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Fig 10: hypothesis distribution of protocol 
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Fig 11: hypothesis distribution of packet length 
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Fig 12: hypothesis distribution of IP Address prefix 
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In the experiment, the prefix of 
source IP is tested with I=25. Due to the 
packet length between 40 bytes and 1500 
bytes, a bin per 30 bytes, so 49 bins are 
built. There are mainly three kinds of 
protocols TCP, UDP, and others, so 3 bins 
are set. Consider the number of protocol 
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bins is very little, unsampled bins also are considered. So the number of protocol bins is six, TCP 
bin (m0), UDP bin (m1), others bin (m2), u0, u1, and u2. In order to reduce the estimated error, if the 
theory sampling number in i bin is less than 5, then different bins will be united. The results of test 
hypothesizes show separately fig 10 hypothesis distribution of protocol, fig 11 hypothesis 
distribution of packet length, and fig 12 hypothesis distribution of source IP prefix. From these 
figure, For a given confidence level ( =0.05 or 0.01), χ2<χ2 , so we accept the hypothesis H0, 
and believe the same statistics distribution between the sample traffic and the full traffic.  
 

5 Conclusions 
 
The distributed passive measuring on network performance is a research focus all over the 

world. However it is difficult to find a general traffic measuring method. Owing to sampling 
measuring method as a good way to solve the problem and so as to ensure traffic information 
cooperation and make the randomicity of measurement samples at the same time, a new bit mask 
sampling model is advanced in the paper which can be used in distributed passive measuring 
environment. 

In the paper, information theory is applied into analyzing the bit entropy of IP header of 
measurement traffic in CERNET backbone network. Through analysis we find the identification 
field is suitable to sampling matching bits and there are four main reasons for selecting the 
identification fields as sampling matching bits. Firstly during transportation the identification field 
content will not be changed. Secondly its bit entropies and bits entropies is much higher than 
fields of all other IP header and their information efficiencies are more than 99% and the 
information efficiency of 16 bits entropy also can reach 90%. Thirdly because of identification 
field with a random sign, so it does not contain correlative information with packet content such as 
packet length and IP address etc. So once we use other fields with packet statistical attribute, 
random attribute of the field will not be assured. Finally the 16 bits is enough to satisfy the 
developing requirement of future network bandwidth, so we will control sampling measurement 
only through bit mask. So in this way not only network burden can be decreased and sampling 
configure can be simplied in some degree. 
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